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vehicle. (Irigs. 2 and 3)
is made plate fits behiná
the centr' made 22in. long
to fit int ers with a shortl
handled hammer; this is the minimum recom-
mended size.

Technique

If there is a soare
to have him watcÎr th
but ensure that he
Otherwise keep a clo

.. The front wheels of the vehicle must be inlin'e with the chassis betore- win'ctinl"'ægirrr,
even if digging is necessary to attain äiis.

fN 1958 the Department of Internal Affairs andI the former Marine Department jointly pub-
lished a small pocket book, "Rangers' Guide",
whìch dealt primarily with the interpretation of
wildlife and fisheries legislation. Thé book was
produced to aid professional and honorary
rangers in their work.

PREFACE
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lntroduction

T¡IELD officers are fortunate people. They get

-f out and about; they see ttrings; they find
things. Very often, may
be õf no áirect si their
work, but it maY st to
someone else' An local
infestation of noxious weeds may not be con-
cerned if he finds a dead bird. The dead bird
may be unimport
important indeed
gist- The presen
may be of only

R. A. Goode Pholo

Fig. 4: Method of exlracting a bogged-down vehicle
wilh a ground anchor and slraíner.... some luckless scientisl.
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mild steel, and is arc welded to the plate. The
pegs are either I in. x I in. solid steel with forged
points or two pieces of 1 in. x { in. angle iron
welded to form a hollow box and with a solici
forged point and a solid cap for driving into the
ground. The pegs have a weldecl lug attached
about an inch from the top (Fig. 2). These lugs
prevent the plate from sliding up the pegs and
make leverage points for extracting the pegs
from the ground after use.

The dimensions of the ground anchor can be
varied to suit the storage space available in the

Fig. 3: Measuremenls of the ground anchor.
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but could be an exciting phenomenon to a
taxonomist.

It ls not suggested that every decayed and
battered animal corpse should bo parcelled up
and posted to some luckless scientist, but if a
find is in good condition and is i.n any way

unusual-either by virtue of
identity, or lack of it, or of
location or of season-it
may well be worth the effort
of looking after.

Many of us sometime
have met with a person who
has claimed to have found
a specimen of a rare, or
even extinct, species. When
he is asked what he did with
it, he may ans'rver vaguely:

¿K<<
" . and lhen
lhe cal ate if."

"Oh, I took it home and kept it for a couple of
days, but I didn't know what to do with it ancl
then the cat ate it." This sort of reply makes a
scientist wincel It is hoped that the information
given here will help to prevent similar occur-
rences ir' future.



Labelling Specimens

QPECIMENS usually fall into one of two
\) categories: those which are found casually
as a result of other work or recreation and those
which have been deliberately sought after in the
pursuance of a planned programme.

The data for the latter are likely to be the
more detailed, and the person doing the collecting
will be aware of what information is required.
The data needed with the former type of
specimen, however, are still important and
cèrtain minimum requirements are recognised.

It has been said, "A specimen without a label
is as much use as a label without a specimen".
This could be undenating the lone label, for if
it bears enough information, at least there is a
recoxd of some sort, whereas a specirnen without
a label may be quite useless.

and weight.

Labels should usually be written in pencil or
indian ink, not with a ballpoint or fountain pen.
This applies particularly to a label which is to be

APPENDIX B: Construction and
Use of Ground Anchor

Specificotions

HE plate itself is constructed of at in. steel
plate. The hook is forged 5ll6in. x 2in.

R. A. Goode Photo

Fig.2r Ground anchor {or exlracting bogged-down
vehicles equipped wilh a winch or slrainer gear.
One peg has been inserted ready {or driving inlo
+he ground. Nole fhe welded lug near lhe lop of

the peg.
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APPENDIX A: Major Museums and
Wildlife Service

rFHE public museums at ,A.uckland, New
I Plymouth, Napier, Wanganui, Wellington,
Christchurch, Dunedin, and Invercargill have
been authorised to retain specimens of þrotected
birds accidentally killed or whir:h have died of
natural causes. Finders of such specimens are
required to send them to one of the above
museums and may do so freight forward.

Officers of the Wildlife Service are listed in
telephone directories under Department of
fnternal Affairs in Whangarei, Auckland,
Rotorua, Taupo, Gisborne, Wairoa, Eketahuna,
Himatangi, Wellington, Greymouth, Hokitika,
Christchurch, Wanaka, Queenstown, Te Anau,
and Dunedin.

Within the Rotorua district ,officers are also
stationed at Whakatane, Murupara, Mangakino,
and Turangi.

A specimen wilhout a label may be quile useless.

submerged in liquid with the specime,n. Usually
labels should be enclosed with the specimens
rather than stuck or tied on to the outside of
the containers, where they may come apart and
result in confusion which may never be rectified.

The exception to this is when live specimens
are being shipped with the soil or detritus of
their natural habitat. Wet soil ruins a label.
If there is a danger of the label disintegrating in
liquid, as happens with poor-quality paper, write
two labels and attach one to the outside as an
extra precaution. "Permatrace" makes ideal
durable labels; alternatively good-quality writing
paper or glazed paper may be used.

Basically the data required on specimen labels
are: IYhere, when, how, and, preferably, who.



lYhere. The minimum information required is
the general locality. If possible, the position in
relation to some geographical feature, such as a
river, cape, or mountain, should be givon. Such
information as "Old McDonald's Farm" or "near
main road bridge" may be useful at the time of
writi,ng it, but some specimens are not used for
several years or may be reused long after their
original finding. By then "Old McDonald" is
just a name on a tombstone and the main road
bridge may have been rebuilt several miles from
its former site. If you can provide a map
reference from the Department of Lands and
Survey's N.Z. Map Series No. I, so much the
better.

lYhen. The minimum information required is
the date of finding. If the specimen has been
handed
angler t
capture
have to
given, or the approximate time, as "early after-
noon" or "dusk".

How. The minimum information required is

how th "Caught bY

angler" uld also be
givèn), and "found
washed

Who. The information wanted und'er this
heading is the name of the finder or sender or
both nãmes. There are several reasons for this
requirement. Sometim'es the recipient may want

change into. This applies to day trips as much as
to longer periods in the field.

For some jobs polarising sunglasses arc an
invaluable help.

lnsurance of personal effecls is your concern.

Insurqnee

Government <lepartments take no responsibility

such as binoculars, camera, etc.

You may not be covered for wo¡k or transport
in light aircrafl. Check on the position before
undertaking an.¡ pursuit of this nature.
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additional information and need to know whom
to ask, or there may be some discrepancy in the
data. In any case he will wish to acknowledge
receipt of thê specimen and give any information
about it that he can.

You may be given a specimen by someone
who does not wish to be identified. You will have
to accept that situation, but do not treat it as a
precedent in dealing with field officers, who are
not poachers, trespassers, or otherwise ne'er-do-
wells!

For some specimens-aquatic animals and
particularly insects-extra data such as the type
òf water from which an aquatic specimen came,

Boats musl be large enough to hold everyone and

everything safely.

in fleld work generally isn't, but tÌrere are excep-
tions. There is no excuse for leaving rubbish
about in any shape or form. If you find someone
else's rubbish and have the time and the means,
remove it. You may feel that this is asking a lot.
Perhaps it is, but ignoring it won'l: remove it and
may encourage sorneone else to follow suit.

Clothing ond Equipment

Skimping on clothing and equipment for field
work is unwise. What you need will depencl on
your work and where you work. Ask for advice
from someone experienced. There is nothing
more miserable than being wet and cold all day
in adverse weather-unless it is being wet and
cold all night! With modern liglatweight water-
proof clothing available there is no need to go
ànywhere unprepared. If yo,u fall into a creek or
get caught in a sudden downpour of rain, vou
should have a full set of warm, dry clothing to

,ltÏ

people givìng specimens may nol want lo be
identified.

S/rooti¡q

Jt)
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for example, rapid, pool, or backwater, or the
particular species of tree, log, or grass from
which an insect came, may be of great
importance. If an associated plant cannot be
identified, a sample of the plant itself (stem
with leaves attached and flower or fruit) should
also be collected. The altitude, abundance of
the creature, and its behaviour if observed are
all items of information which can be inclucled.

Below and on the opposite page are two pairs

Ground bird. 2611217l, 1800 hours.

West bank of Ugly River, 1 mile above

confluence with Karamea River.

N.Z.M.S. I,

dog on open

Sl2, 753.420. Killed by

Believed to be

injured previously. No others seen

during 4 days in area.

J. Smith.

If, however, you are likely to be called on to
use a boat only rarely, these words are addressed
to you. The first questio,n you must ask yourself
about any craft is, "Is it suitable for the job I
have to do?" If you cannot answer this question
yourself, seek advice from someone who can.
This is very irnportant, because if you do noi
normally need a boat, it is more than likely that
whatever craft becomes available to you is not
suitable, for ttre simple reason that it has not
been selected for your purpose.

You may feell that to refuse to do a job because
the boat available was not right for the purpose
would be a quick way to earn the displeasure
of a superior o;fficer. If this is so, you are indeed
in an unfortuneLte position, but bear in mind that
a disaster isn't going to help a.nyone. Your
superiors will appreciate this eventually if not
at once.

If ¡rou are going to work in or from a boat,
as distinct from simply using it as transport from
A to B, there should be at least two people in
the boat. It should also be large enough to hold
everyone and everything safely and to remain
stable during virhatever activity is to take place.

Litfer

Don't be a litter lout. You probably aren't,
because the type of person who becomes involved

Ground bird. 2611217l.

Karamea River.

Found by hunter.

J. Smith.

10
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Always lock a vehicle. You rrray be 50 miles
from anywhere, but thieves have a habit of
cropping up everywhere. A ranger once left an
unlocked vehicle unattended for several hours.
On his return he found a note in the cab. The
note had been written by the local policeman,
an officer responsible for crime prevention in
several hundred square miles of territory, and it
pointed out that the
writer (or anyone else)
could have made off with
a sporting rifle and shot-
gun (and ammunition for
both) and a camera, bin-
oculars, radio, and much
other equipmont.

In short, when leaving
a vehicle ask yourself: Is
it safe? Is it locked? Is
it out of the wav? Will
I be able to gei ir out
again?

Boqls

It is not part of this publication to advise on
general safety on boats. This has been fully
dealt with in the booklet "safety in Small Craft';,
issued by the Marine Departmeát in i968.

of fictitious labels ¡eferring to two specimens. The
first in each pair gives the minimum data which
the sender should be able to provide and the
second bears extra data which may be useful.

It is not intended that the reader be dis-
couraged from sending in a specimen simply
because of the details required. If you have little
information, send what you have. Even if it is
incomplete, it is better than nothing.

Insect. 417172.

Carrington, Wairarapa.

On rimu

A. Shepherd.

Insect. 417172, 1000 hours. Near

Carrington, Wairarapa, on edge of

remnant patch of bush. N.Z.M.S. 1,

N157, 985.617. Yery active on

standi.ng rimu trunk. Many others

out of reach. Hand caught.

A. Shepherd.

Thieves have a
habif of cropping
u p el'erywhere.
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I ì fish specirnens, bult freezing is the most
simple. Frèezing is, in any case, highly desirable
for specimens intended for parasitological or
chemical analysis, as may be done when a
number of fish are found dead and pollution is
suspected as the cause.

When fish are kept for these purposes, the
faster the freezing is, the better. When it is

known in advance that specimens are to be
insulated
OrdinarY

be Placed
. DrY ice

should be handled with gloves and should not
be carried in an unventilated vehicle. It is

perfectly harmless for most purpose,s, but should
ñot, for example, be placed in the boot of a car
with a live animal.

Specimens to be frozen should be packed
sepárately, in plastic bags for preference.

Field workers frequently are not within reach
of freezing facilities and then have to resort to
the use of chemicals. Formalin is the preservativo
most commonly used both in the field and in the
laboratory, where it is used initially for fixing
specimeni. It is an extremely common chemical
in New Zealand, being used on many farms for

Fish

UMER.OUS methods can be used to preserve

incline when leaving the ford. Make sure that
your brakes still work after leaving the ford.
Driving with ¡rour left foot on the brake pedal
will help to dry out the brakes, but be very
careful; even i;[ there is still some braking action,
it may be one-sided.

Parking isn'l. always a case of simply stopping,
getting out, arLd leaving. No matter how short a
time you intend to be away from your vehicle,
don't leave it blocking a track or obstructing a
gate or boat-launching area. You may cause
annoyance or even serious delay to someone,
who could be,;ome antagonistic to you or your
work. If it isr raining or there is likelihood of
rain, ensure tlnt your vehicle is parked on firm
ground. You may have got into the place, but
will yor-l be able to get out? It is not hard to
overlook elementary safeguards.

A new Lan'd Rover was once left o'n a beach
while the offficr:r in charge of it worked elsewhere.
When he returned he found the vehicle all but
completely covered by the rising tide. If this
situation seenrs funny to someone not directly
involved in thr¡ incident, he should try to imagine
himself in the same predicament.

Another lesi serious but frustrating experience
was that of the officer who parked a van, painted
Government Élrey, on the flood bed of a great
river. When he returned at dusk, the van ble'nded
in so well with the grey river shingle, that the
offi,cer was unable to find it!

12
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Driving in the back country has its dangers.
Gravel roads should be treated with respect,
especially at bends, where gravel drifts can put
a vehicle off the road quickly. Driving on gravel
roads is an acquired skill; courtesy on gravel
roads is a seldom acquired virtue. Slow down
for pedestrians and cyclists, stockmen, and
drivers of open vehicles; your dust cloud will

treatment of foot rot. It should therefore be
obtainable in most places.

For srnall fish, such as smelt and bullies, a
5 percent solution is adequate. For larger fish
up to 10 percent may be needed, but as stronger
solutions shrink and spoil the specimen, a
l0 percent solution should be the limit. (Formalin
is itself 40 percent formaldehyde; the two should
not be confused. The correct solution for preserv-
ing purposes is between 5 and l0 percent of
formalin, or I part of formalin to between 19 and
9 parts of water.)

As formalin has a setting effect, place the fish
in a flat receptacle, such as a photographic dish,
before immersing it in formalin. After about
l0 minutes the specimens can be transferred
with the formalin to a jar or plastic bag. Do not
cram the specimens into too small a container
if this can be avoided, though there is no need
to use separate containers to pack the fish into
unless, of course, the specimens originate from
different sources.

Formalin is an unpleasant, corrosive chemical
named in the Fourth Poisons Schedule (The Poi-
sons Regulations 1964, Amendment No. 2 1967).
It should be handled with care a'nd not be allowed
rù enter the mouth, eyes, nose, or a cut or wound.
With reasonable care, however, it is safe enough.

Ethyl alcohol at a strength of 70 percent is
another useful preservative, and it is more agree-
able to use than formalin. It does not have the
setting effect of formalin, but the specimens

Never assume fhat a ford is operable.

be reduced and the action appreciated. Always
slow down for people crossing narrow bridges.
To pass a pedestrian at speed in a co.nfined space
is rank bad manners-not to say dangerous-and
is all too common a practice.

Never assume that a ford is operable. The
loose gravel that composes the beds of many
New Zealand waterways can soour out very
easily. Always stop and reconnoitre a ford o,n
foot. Holes frequently occur nsar the banks
where vehicles have spun their wheels on the

32 13



should not be distorted when they are bottled,
If nothing else is available, watered-down

spirits, such as methylated spirit, may be used.
'When a freezer is not available, two alternative

preservatives for fish that are to be used for
parasitology, or for the examination of the
parasites themselves, are Bouin's fluid and F.A.A.
fixative. Neither of these is likely to be of any
help to the casual collector, but people who are
periodically preserving samples may wish to make
up one of the preparations as a stand-by.

The formulae are:

Bouin's fluid:
75 parts of picric acid saturated aqueous

solution
25 parls of formalin
5 parts of glacial acetic acid

F.A.A. fixative:
90 parts of 70 percent ethyl alcohol
5 parts of formalin
5 parts of glacial acetic acid

For information on handling of diseased fish
see Fisheries Research Division Information Leaf-
let No. 4, "submitting Fish for Disease Diagnosis."

Live Fish

If fish are regularly being caught for specimens,
a narcotic should be used to quieten them before
they are placed in a preservative. Chlor-butol is
satisfac*ory for this purpose. It is dissolved in

General Advice on Procedure and

Equipment in the Field

Motor Vehicles ond Driving
T)Y its verv nature field work can create
-D ¿,¿vlç1v¿¡d situations. Even four-wheel-drive
vehicles bog down sometimes, and a winch won't
help you in tussock country, where there is
nothing to fasten the rope to. In addition to the
usual equipment, carry a shovel, sledge hammer,
and T-iron standard. Better still, a ground
anchor (Figs. 2, 3, and 4) should be carried.

A first-aid kit should always be available, and
for vehicles operating in the high country a
heater is not ¿L luxury.

Field work can creale awkward siluations.

3ll4



Water sampling is not therefore a job which
can be undertaken by anyone who is not
equipped properly. However, careful notes about
where the pollution is taking place, the time,
and the possible cause are of great importance,
as is rapid communication of the facts to an
authority capable of dealing wirh the situation.

alcohol to saturation point, and a few drops of
the solution in a bucket of water containing the
fish will soon have them in a perfectly relaxed
state. When all movement has oeased, the
preservative may be added to the water. The
ãdvantages of this procedure are twofold: it is
kinder to the fish and it makes for better
specimens. A fish which dies relaxed and

. . . it makes for betler specimens.

immobile is obviously a better proposition than
one which has died fighting and may be badly
contorted.

Chlor-butol may also be used for narcotising
fish intended to be released again after handling,
but care has to be taken with this narcotic, as it
is easy to overdose the fish and have accidental

30 t5



fatalities. For most fish intended for subsequent
release benzocain is an easier narcotic to handle
and is recommended. It is made up at the rate
of 3.3 g to 150 ml of 70 percent ethyl alcohol,
and this solution is used at the rate of 10 ml to
10 litres of water.

Freighting Fish

Both frozen a'nd live fish have to be insulated
during transport, and foamed plastic boxes-
either ready made or made up from packing
pieces that are used for the transport of some
delicate machinery-are id'e¿I, being good insula-
tors and very light. However, frozen fish, in
plastic bags, may be simply wrapped up in layers
of newspaper or cloth and air freighted.

up any leakage which may occur. Provided that
reasonable care has been taken, fish packed in
this way should travel satisfactorily by any
conventional transport.

Live fish should be dispatched in plastic bags
containing very cold water; temperatures as low
as 40 or 5oc will not harm freshwater s'pecies

common in this country and will lowei the
metabolic rate and greatly increase chances of
survival. If possible, the bag should be topped
up with pure oxygen before beìng sealed. (Oxygen

Water Pollution

TF you discover what you consider may be
I industrial rvater pollution, try to find the
source of it and notify the local health inspector
or acclimatisation society at once. The collection
of water samples in such circumstances is not a
simple procedure. At least half a gallon of water
is needed for each sample, and several sarnples
have to be taktn-below, at, and above the point
of pollution, ¿Lt the surface, and at depth. In
addition the water temperature and, if possible,
the pH readings have to be recorded at the
various sampli,ng points.

The containers to hold the samples have to
be perfectly cl:an, made of plastic or glass, and
have non-metzLllic stoppers. They have to be
rinsed out several times in the water which is
to be sampled before being filled. Each bottle
has to be carefully identified and notes have to
be made of t.he circumstances of the samples,
for example, t¿Lken at surface 100 yd below point
of pollution. If possible, the stoppers should be
sealed.

The water samples have to be cooled, or
frozen, as soon as possible after collection, unless
they can be talken direct to the laboratory within
an hour or so

16 29



Care should be taken when labelling seaweeds
to distinguish between weeds found growing
in situ and those found drifting or washed up
on the shore.

Freighting

Pressed plants can be mailed, still in a pressed
condition between layers of paper, i.n a large
envelope or parcel. Other plants in plastic bags
should be packed so that they are protected from
crushing; otherwise no special precautions are
necessary. Water plants should on no account
be forwarded in co'ntainers with water only. A
small quantity of water with fornnalìn should be
used if the plants have not boen dried.

lnstifufions

The Botany Division, Department of Scientific
and fndustrial Research, Private Bag, Christ-
chu¡ch, conducts an identification service and has
a taxonomic section which is plotting the distri-
bution of all plants, including freshwater plants
and seaweeds, in New Zealand. The Auckla,nd
and Wellington museums are also interested in
specim'ens, particularly from remote places.

should be available from most workshops or
garages.)

Some species of fish do not need much water
for transport, and a few need none at all. No
hard and fast rules can be laid down, but
generally pelagic fish such as smelts need more
space and more careful handling than demersal
species like bullies. Eels and sorne of the
galaxiids may travel very well packed in wet
moss provided reasonable insulation is given.

Consideration should be given to the day of
arrival at their destination of all live and frozen
specimens; they should not arrive at a weekend'

Specimens should nol arrive al lhe weekend wilhoul
arrangements being made for lheir receplion.

28 t7



unless arrangements are made for their reception.
The containers should be clearly labelled as

containing live animals or perishable goods and
the consignee notified by telephone or telegram.

lnslilulions

Specimens of fish may be sent to the Fisheries
Resèarch Division, Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, P.O. Box 19062, Welli'ngton. Alterna-
tively they may be sent to any major museum
(see Appendix A).

do perfectly lr,ell, but hard glossy paper ts
unsuitable-and placing a heavy weight on top.
The paper, which absorbs moisture from the
plant, should be changed daily, or whenever
possible, until the plant has dried out. A simple
check for this is to hold the leaves against a
bare elbow; if they feel cold, drying has not been
completed.

Mosses, livenyorts, and lichens can simply be
placed in a paper bag and air dried.

Wqler Weeds

Freshwater p.lants can either be preserved in
a 5 to 10 percent formalin solution or dried out.
If the latter method is used, change of drying
papers in the earrly stages should be more frequent
than was suggested for terrestrial plants.

fresh water bej:ore drying, as this can be very
detrimental, bul shellfish and other small animals
should be remc,ved to prevent odour.

If the weeds will ¡each their destination within
48 hours, simply wrap them in newspaper and
enclose them i'n a plastic bag provided that they
can be kept rersonably cool.
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Plants

qIMPLY collecting a few leave:s of a plant is
U insufficient when the plant is intended as a
specimen or when it has to be identified.

A length of stem bearing sevoral leaves and
the flowers and/or fruit are required, and if the
plant has distinct juvenile and adult foliage, both
types should be collected and labelled accordingly.
If basal leaves differ from stem leaves, both types
should also be included.

Small plants should be collected in their
entirety, the roots, suckers, bulbs, corms, or
rhizomes being included with the aerial parts.
If this is not possible, a .note should be made on
the label as to the type of roots present.

showing the formation of the lear¡es, plus flowers
and fruit if available. When taking a creeping
plant collect a leader having the roo,ts.

In coo
condition
bag, but
not be s

dried and pressed. This is done by laying it
between several layers of paper--ne\ilspaþer witt

Birds

T\EAD birds intended as specimens should
l) ¡¿y¿ their mouths and nosirils plugged and
their beaks tied shut. Cottonwool makes a good
plug if packed in well, but earth or any other
material which will pack firmly will do, and
string or flax will suffice for the beaks. The
object of this is to prevent the viscous fluids
from leaking out and marring the plumage.

As for fish, freezing is the simplest method of
preservation. Each bird should be carefully
packed into a separate plastic bag trst.

If freezing is not possible, the body cavity may
be injected with 10'percent formalin or 70 percent
ethyl alcohol, or the whole bird can be immersed
in 70 per cent alcohol. If it is immersed, the bird
should be carefully wrapped in cloth first to
avoid displacement of the plumage.

If a bird is found a long way from base and
you have no way of preserving it, it ca,n be
skinned, or the carcass gutted and salted.

lniured Birds

Except with ra
signitcance, it is
injured specimen
considered as not
which may still be valuable, should be killed
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If you find an injured bird which you know
to be of a very rare species, such as a kakapo,
or one with special significance, such as a kiwi,
by all means try to take it out alive if you feel
compete,nt to do so without causing it undue
distress. The prime requisite is to confine the
bird to a very small space to prevent its using up
energy in useless movement and perhaps worsen-
ing the injury. Keeping it in darkness may also
be advantageous.

If the bird has sustai'ned a compound fracture
of a wing, it may pay to snip off the wing at the
break, as birds which have suffered such an
injury very seldom fly again, even when the wing
apparently mends.

Injured birds are unlikely to feed readily and
have to be force-fed, which is usually straight-
forward. Food can be pushed into the back of
the mouth with a pencil and swallowing induced
by stroking the bird's throat with the fingers.

Freighting Birds

The same methods described for freighting
preserved fish may be used for preserved birds.
'Birds should be dispatched as soon as possible,
freight forward.

one: Chief ltdvisory Officer (Ento,mology),
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, P.O. Box
2298, Wellington; Entomology Division, Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, Private
Bag, Nelson*; P'athology a'nd Entomology Section,
Forest Research Institute, Private Bag, Rotorua;
Fisheries Rese¿Lrch Division, P.O. Box 19062,
Wellington; major museums (Appendix A).

* This address is to be changed in October 7973 tol. clo
Plant Diseases Division, Private Bag, Auckland.
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Freighting

For sending away live insects the fast mails

liquid should be packed
to soak up any leakage
e whole pact<in! enclorãd

lnstifutions

So,me of the following institutions are fairly
specialised in their inteiests, but this shouh bê
self-evident and specimens sent to un uppropiiuìã

24

For live birds notify the local acclimatisation
society, wildlif'e officer (see Appendix A), or large
museum, who will advise on pro,cedure or arrange
collection.

lnslilufions

Institutions which will receive specimens are:
The Wildlife Service of the Department of
Internal Affairs, lVellington, with offices at
Rotorua and Queenstown, the major museums
(Appendix A), and acclimatisation societies.
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lnsects and Other Small

lnvertebrates

¡l-ìREATURES such as beetles, large flies'
U spiders, and amphipods may be "bottled"
in tubes of 70 peroent ethyl alcohol; they do not
have to be killed first by other means.

Moths, butterflies, and other fragile creatures

in an envelope or folded paper (Fig. 1).

Soft-bodied creatures-worms, flat worms,
snails, and slugs-can be retained alive with a
quantity of the material from which the-y came,
6ut if preservation is thought necessary, it should
be doñe in such a manner that the body is

extended. Ordinary alcohol or forntalin solutio'ns
are not very satisfactory, and the use of Bouin's
fluid or F.A.A. fixative, as described o'n page 14,

is preferable.

Fig. l: Successive slages of making an envelope )
to-hold an insecl. Ñote that the paper is labelled

belore being folded. (A{ter Olroyd.)

;:,-H;.j;;

Þ'l'a L t,tl"ola
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lnsects and Other Small

lnvertebrates

lìREATURES such as beetles, large flies,
\-¡ spiders, and amphipods may be "bottled"
in tubes of 70 percent ethyl alcohol; they do not
have to be killed ûrst by other mea'ns.

Moths, butterflies, and other fragile creâtures

in an envelope or folded paper (Fig. 1).

Soft-bodied creatures-\vorms, flat worms,
snails, and slugs-can be retained alive with a
quantity of the material from which they came,
but if preservation is thought necessary, it should
be doñe in such a manner that the body is
extended. O'rdinary alcohol or fornlalin solutio'ns
are not very satisfactory, and the use of Bouin's
fluid or F.A.A. fixative, as described o'n page 14,

is preferable.

Fig. l: Successive slages o{ making an envelope )
to-hokl an insecl. Note lhat lhe paper is labelled

belore being folded. (A{ler Olroyd.)
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Freighting

liquid should be packed
to soak up any leakage
e whole packing enclosed

Inslitutions

Sorne of the following institutions are fairly
specialised in rheir interáts, but this ifrãuf¿ bê
self-evident and specimens sent to an appropriate

24

For live birds notify the local acclimatisation
society, wildlife officer (see Appendix A), or large
museum, who will advise on pro,cedure or arrange
collection.

lnstilulions

Institutions which will receive specimens are:
The Wildlife Service of the Department of
Internal Affairs, Wellington, with offices ar
Rotorua and Queenstown, the major museums
(Appendix A), and acclimatisation societies.
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as cleanly as possible. A sharp instrument
penetrating the brain f ll
causes a quick death a
plastic bag containing et a

þreferable way of killing a bird.

If you find an injured bird which you know
to be of a very rare species, such as a kakapo,
or one with special significance, such as a kiwi,
by all means try to take it out alive if you feel
compete,nt to do so without causing it undue
distress. The prime requisite is to confine the
bird to a very small space to prevent its using up
energy in useless movement and perhaps worsen-
ing the injury. Keeping it in darkness may also
be advantageous.

If the bird has sustained a compound fracture
of a wing, it may pay to snip off the wing at the
break, as birds which have suffered such an
injury very seldom fly again, even when the wing
appar,ently mends.

Injured birds are unlikely to feed readily and
have to be force-fed, which is usually straight-
forward. Food can be pushed i,nto the back of
the mouth with a pencil and swallowing induced
by stroking the bird's throat with the fingers.

FreightinE Birds

The same methods described for freighting
preserved fish may be used for preserved birds.
Birds should be dispatched as soon as possible,
freight forward.

one: Chief Advisory Officer (Entomology),
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, P.O. Box
2298, Wel'lington; Entomology Division, Depar(-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, Private
Bag, Nelson*; Pathology a,nd Entomology Section,
Forest R.esearch Institute, Private Bag, Rotorua;
Fisheries Research Division, P.O. Box 19062,
Wellington; major museums (Appendix A).

* This address is to be changed in Ootober 7973 to: clo
Plant Diseases Division, Private Bag, Auckland.
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Plants

qIMPLY collecting a few leaves of a plant is
J insufficient when the plant is intended as a
specimen or when it has to be identified..

Small plants should be collected in their
entirety, the ¡oots, suckers, bulbs, corms, or
rhizomes being iqcluded with the aerial parts.
If this is not possible, a note should be maãe on
the label as to the type of roots present.

In
cond
bag,
not
dried and pregsed. This is done by laying. it
between several layers of pape¡-newspaper witt
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Birds

I--ìEAD birds intendsd as specimons should
lJ ¡uu" their mouths and nostrils plugged and
their beaks tied shut. Cottonwool makes a good
plug if packed in well, but earth or any other
material which will pack firmly will do, and
string or flax will suffice for the beaks. The
object of this is to prevent the viscous fluids
from leaking out and marring the plumage.

As for fish, freezing is the simplest method of
preservation. Each bird should be carefully
packed into a separate plastic bag first.

If freezing is'not possible, the ,body cavity may
be injected with 10 percent formalin or 70 percent
ethyl alcohol, or the whole bird can be immersed
in 70 per cent alcohol. If it is immersed, the bird
should be carefully wrapped in cloth first to
avoid displacement of the plumage.

If a bird is found a long way from base and
y_ou have no way of preserving it, it ca,n be
skinned, or the carcass gutted añd salted.

lniured Birds

. Ex_cept with ¡are species, or birds of special
significance, it is seldõm rewarding to treât an
injured specimen in the field. Injured birds
considered as not practicable to retain alive, but
which may still be valuable, should be killed
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unless arrangements are made for their reception.
The containers should be clearly labelled as

containing live animals or perishable goods and
the consignee notified by telephone or telegram.

lnslilutions

Specimens of fish may be sent to the Fisheries
Resãarch Division, Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, P.O. Box 19062, Wellington. Alterna-
tively they may be sent to any major museum
(see Appendix A).

do perfectly well, but hard glossy paper is
unsuitable-and placing a heavy weight on top.
The paper, which absorbs moisture from the
plant, should be changed daily, or whenever
possible, until the plant has dried out. A simple
check for this is to hold the leaves against a
bare elbow; if they feel cold, drying has not been
completed.

Mosses, liverworts, and lichens can simply be
placed in a paper bag and air dried.

Wqter Weeds

Freshwater plants can either be preserved in
a 5 to l0 percent formalin solution or dried out.
If the latter method is used, change of drying
papers in the early stages should be more frequent
than was suggested for tenestrial plants.

fresh water before drying, as this can be very
detrimental, but shellûsh and other small animais
should be removed to prevent odour.

If the weeds will reach their destination within
48 lours, simply wrap them in newspaper and
enclose them in a plastic bag provided tñat they
can be kept reasonably cool. 

-
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Care should be taken when labelling seaweeds
to distinguish between weeds found growing
in situ and those found drifting or washed up
on the shore.

Freighting

used if the plants have not been dried.

lnstitufions

The Botany Division, Department of Scientific
and fndustrial Research, Private Bag, Christ-
church, conducts an identification service and has
a taxonomic section which is plotting the distri-
bution 6f ¿ll plants, including freshwater plants
and seaweeds, in New Zealand. The Auckla,nd
and Wellington museums are also inte¡ested in
specimens, particularly from remote places.

should be available from most workshops or
garages.)

Some species of fish do not need much water
for transport, and a few need no'ne at all. No
hard and fast rules can be laid down, but
generally pelagic ûsh such as smelts need more
space and more careful handling than dernersal
species like bullies. Eels and som,e of the
galaxiids may travel very well packed in wet
moss provided reasonable insulation is given.

Consideration should be given to the day of
arrival at their destination of all live and frozon
specimens; they should not arrive at a weekenci

Specimens should not arrive at lhe weekend wilhoul
arrangements being made for lheir receplion.
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fatalities. For most fish intended for subsequent
release benzocain is an easier narcotic to handle
and is recommended. It is made up at the rate
of 3.3 g to 150 ml of 70 percent ethyl alcohol,
and this solution is used at the rate of l0 ml to
l0 litres of water.

Freighting Fish

Both frozen a'nd live fish have to be insulated
during transport, and foamed plastic boxes-
either ready made or made up from packing
pieces that are used for the transport of some
delicate machinery-are ideal, being good insula-
tors and very light. However, frozen fish, in
plastic bags, may be simply wrapped up in layers
of newspaper or cloth and air freighte.d.

Fish preserved i'n alcohol or formalin should
be wrapped in muslin (cheese cloth) damped
with the preservative and sealed in a plastic bag,
within another plastic bag, and tnally in a box
or tin with sufficient absorbent material to soak
up any leakage which may occur. P¡ovided that
reasonable care has been taken, fish packed in
this way should travel satisfactorily by any
conventional transport.

Live fish should be dispatched in plastic bags
containing very cold water; temperatures as low
as 40 or 5oc will not harm freshwater species
common in this country and will lower the
metabolic rate and greatly increase chances of
survival. If possible, the bag should be topped
up with pure oxygen before being sealed. (Oxygen

Water Pollution

fF you discover what you consider may be
I industrial water pollution, try to find the
source of it and notify the local health inspector
or acclimatisation society at once. The collection
of water samples in such circumstances is not a
simple procedure. At least half a gallon of water
is needed for each sample, and several sarnples
have to be taken-below, at, and above the point
of pollution, at the surface, and at depth. In
addition the water temperature and, if possible,
the pH readings have to be recorded at the
various sampli.ng points.

The containers to hold the samples have to
be perfectly clean, made of plastic or glass, and
have non-metallic stoppers. They have to be
rinsed out several times in the water which is
to be sampled before being filled. Each bottle
has to be carefully identified and notes have to
be made of the circumstances of the samples,
for example, taken at surface 100 yd below point
of pollution. If possible, the stoppers should be
sealed.

The water samples have to be cooled, or
frozen, as soon as possible after collection, unless
they can be taken direct to the laboratory within
an hour or so.
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Water sampling is not therefore a job which
can be undertaken by anyone who is not
equipped properly. However, careful notes about
where the pollution is taking place, the time,
and the possible cause are of great importance,
as is rapid communication of the facts to an
authority capable of dealing with the situation.

alcohol to saturatio,n point, and a few drops of
the solution in a bucket of water containing the
fish will soon have them in a perfectly relaxed
state. When all movement has oea.sed, the
preservative may be added to the water. The
advantages of this procedure are twofold: it is
kinder to the fish and it makes for better
specimens. A fish which dies relaxed and

. . . if makes {or befter specimens.

immobile is obviously a better proposition than
one which has died fighting and may be badly
contorted.

Chlor-butol may also be used for narcotising
frsh intended to be released again after handling,
but care has to be taken with this narcotic, as it
is easy to overdose the fish and have accidental
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should not be distorted when they are bottled.
If nothing else is available, watered-down

spirits, such as methylated spirit, may be used.

When a freezer is not available, two alternative
preservatives for fish that are to be used for
parasitology, or for the examination of the
parasites themselves, are Bouin's fluid and F.A.A.
flxative. Neither of these is likely to be of any
help to the casual collector, but people who are
periodically preserving samples may wish to make
up one of the preparations as a stand-by.

The formulae are:

Bouin's fluid:
75 parts of picric acid saturated aqueous

solution
25 parts of formalin
5 parts of glacial acetic acid

F.A.A. fixative:
90 parts of 70 percent ethyl alcohol
5 parts of formalin
5 parls of glacial acetic acid

For information on handling of diseased fish
see Fisheries Research Division Information Leaf-
let No. 4, "Submitting Fish for Disease Diagnosis."

Live Fish

If ûsh are regularly being caught for specimens,
a narcotic should be used to quieten them before
they are placed in a preservative. Chlor-butol is
satisfac'ory for this purpose. It is dissolved in

General Advice on Procedure and

Equipment in the Field

Motor Yehicles ond Driving
DY its very nature freld work can create
l-D ¿*¡*"rd situations. Even four-wheel-drive
vehicles bog down sometimes, and a winch won't
help you in tussock country, where there is
nothing to fasten the rope to. In addition to the
usual equipment, carry a shovel, sledge hammer,
and T-iro'n standard. Better still, a ground
anchor (Figs. 2, 3, and 4) should be carried.

A first-aid kit should always be available, and
for vehicles operating in the high country a
heater is not a luxury.

Field work can creale awkward situations.
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drivers of open vehicles; your dust cloud will

Never assume lhal a {ord is operable.

operable. The
beds of many

scour out very
oitre a ford on

foot. Holes frequently occur near the banks
where vehicles have spun their wheels on the

treatment of foot rot. It should therefore be
obtainable in most places.

For snnall fish, such as smelt a,nd bullies, a
5 percenl solution is adequate. For larger fish
up to 10 percent may be needed, but as stronger
solutions shrink and spoil the specimen, a
l0 percent solution should be the limit. (Formalin
is itself 40 percent formaldehyde; the two should
not be confused. The correct solutio'n for preserv-
ing purposes is between 5 and l0 percent of
formalin, or I part of formalin to between 19 and
9 parts of water.)

As formalin has a setting effect, place the fish
in a flat receptacle, such as a photographic dish,
before immersing it in formali'n. After about
l0 minutes the specimens can be transferred
with the formalin to a jar or plastic bag. Do not
cram the specimens into too small a container
if this can be avoided, though there is no need
to use separate co'ntainers to pack the fish into
unless, of course, the specimens originate from
different sources.

Formalin is an unpleasant, corrosive chemical
named in the Fourth Poisons Schedule (The Poi-
sons Regulations 1964, Amendment No. 2 1967).
It should be handled with care and not be allowed
rù enter the mouth, eyes" noso, or a cut or wound.
With reasonable care, however, it is safe enough.

Ethyl alcohol at a strength of 70 percent is
another useful preservative, and it is more agree-
able to use tha'n formalin. It does not have the
setting eftect of formalin, but the specimens
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Fish

NTUMEROUS methods can be used to preserve
1\ nrn specirnens, but freezing is the most
simple. Freezing is, in any case, highly desirable
for specimens intended for parasitological or
chemical analysis, as may be done when a
number of fish are found dead and pollution is
suspected as the cause.

When fish are kept for these purposes, the
faster the freezing is, the better. When it is
known in advance that specimens are to be
collected, dry ice transported in an insulated
container is very effective and it is light. Ordinary
ice will keep specimens until they can be placed
in a freezer, but it is heavy to carry. Dry ice
should be handled with gloves and should not
be carried in an unventilated vehicle. It is
perfectly harmless for most purposes, but should
not, for example, be placed in the boot of a car
with a live animal.

Specimens to be frozen should be packed
separately, in plastic bags for preference.

Field workers frequently ar'e not within reach
of freezing facilities and then have to resort to
the use of chemicals. Formalin is the preservative
most commonly used both in the ûeld and in the
laboratory, where it is used initially for fixing
specimens. It is an extremely common chemical
in New Zealand, being used on many farms for

incline when leaving the ford. Make sure that
your brakes still work after leaving the ford.
Driving with your left foot on the brake pedal
will help to dry out the brakes, but be very
careful; even if there is still some braking action,
it may be one-sided.

Parking isn't always a case of simply stopping,
getting out, and leavi.ng. No matter how short a
time you intend to be away from your vehicle,
don't leave it blocking a track or obstructing a
gate or boat-launching area. You may cause
annoyance or even serious delay to someone,
who could become antagonistic to you or your
work. If it is raining or there is likelihood of
rain, ensure that your vehicle is parked on firm
ground. You may have got into the place, but
will you be able to get out? It is not hard to
overlook elementary safeguards.

A new Land Rover was once left o,n a beach
while the oflficer in charge of it worked elsewhere.
When he returned he found the vehicle all but
completely covered by the rising tide. If this
situation seems funny to someone not directly
involved in the i.ncident, he should try to imagine
himself in the same predicament.

Another less serious but frustrating experience
was that of the officer who parked a van, painted
Government grey, on the flood bed of a great
river. When he returned at dusk, the van ble,nded
in so well with the grey river shingle, that the
offi,cer was unable to find it!
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several hundred square miles of territory, and it
pointed. out that lhg ^\\

Always lock a vehicle. You may be 50 miles
from anywhere, but thieves have a habit of
cropping up everywhere. A ranger once left an
unlocked vehicle unattended for several hours.
On his return he found a note in the cab. The
note had been written by the local policeman,
an officer responsible for crime prevention in

of fictitious labels referring to two specimens. The
first in each pair gives the minimum data which
the sender should be able to provide and the
second bears extra data which may be useful.

It is not intended that the reader be dis-
couraged from sending in a specimen simply
because of the details required. If you have liftle
information, send what you have. Even if it is
incomplete, it is better than ,nothing.

Insect. 417172.

Carrington, Wairarapa.

On rimu tree.

A. Shepherd.

Insect. 417172, 1000 hours. Near

Carrington, Wairarapa, on edge of

remnant patch of bush. N.Z.M.S. 1,

N157, 9B5.617. Very active on

standing rimu trunk. Many others

out of reach. Hand caught.

writer (or anyone else)
could have made off with
a sporting rifle and shot-
gun (and ammunition for
both) and a camera, bin-
oculars, radio, and much
other equipmont.

In sho¡t, when leaving
a vehicle ask yourself: Ii
it safe? Is it locked? Is
it out of the way? Will
I be able to gei ir out
again?

Boqls

Thieves have a
habit o{ cropping
up everywhere.
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for example, rapid, pool, or backwater, or the
particular species of tree, log, or grass from
which an insect came, may be of great
importance. If an associated plant ca'nnot be
identified, a sample of the plant itself (stem
with leaves attached and flower or fruit) should
also be collected. The altitude, abundance of
the creature, and its behaviour if observed are
all items of information which ca,n be included.

Below and on the opposite page are two pairs

Ground bird. 2611217l, 1800 ho

West bank of Ugly River, 1 mile above

confluence with Karamea

N.Z.M.S. I, S12, 753.420. Killed bv

dog on open slip. Believed to be

injured No others seen

duri'ng 4 days in area.

J. Smith.

If, however, you are likely to be called on to
use a boat only rarely, these words are addressed
to you. The first questio'n you must ask yourself
about any craft is, "Is it suitable for the job I
have to do?" If you cannot answer this question
yourself, seek advice from someone who can.
This is very important, because if you do noÍ
normally nesd a boat, it is more than likely that
whatever craft becomes available to you is not
suitable, for the simple reason that it has not
been selected for your purpose.

a disaster isn't going to help arìyone. your
superiors will appreciate this eventually if not
at once.

If you are going to work in or from a boat,
as d,istinct from simply using it as transport frorn
A to B, there should be at least two people in
the boat. It should also be large enougÈ tó hold
eve-rvone and everything safely a,nd to rcmain
stable during whatever activity is to take place.

Lilfer

Don't be a litter lout. You probably aren't,
because the type of person who becomes lnvolved

ufs.

Ground bird. 26112lll.

Karamea River.

Found by hunter.

J. Smith.
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Boats musl be large enough to hold everyone and

everything safely.

in field work generally isn't, but there are excep-
tions. There is no excuse for leaving rubbish
about in a,ny shape or form. If you find someone
else's rubbish and have the time and the means,
remove it. You may feel that this is asking a lot.
Perhaps it is, but ignoring it won't remove it and
may encourage someone else to follow suit.

Clothing ond Equipmenf

Skimping on clothing and equipment for field
work is unwise. What you need will depend on
your work and where y,ou work. Ask for advice
from someone experienced. There is nothing
more miserable than being wet and cold all day
in adverse weather-unless it is being wet and
cold all night! With modern lightweight water-
proof clothing available there is no need to go
anywhere unprepared. If you fall into a creek or
get caught in a sudden downpour of rain, you
should have a full set of warm, dry clothing to

additional information and need to know whom
to ask, or there may be some discrepancy in the
data. In any case he will wish to acknowledge
receipt of the specimen and give any information
about it that he can.

You may be given a specimen by someone
who does not wish to be identified. You will have
to accept that situation, but do not treat it as a
precedent in deali'ng with field officers, who are
not poachers, trespassers, or otherwise ne'er-do-
wells!

For some specimens-aquatic animals and
particularly insects-extra dala such as the type
of water from which an aquatic specimen came,

Some people giving specimens may not want lo be
id entified.
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Where. The minimum information required is
the general locality. If possible, the position in
relation to some geographical feature, such as a
river, cape, or mountain, should be givon. Such
information as "Old McDonald's Farm" or "near
main road bridge" may be useful at the time of
writi,ng it, but some specimens are not used for
several years or may be reused long after their
original ûnding. By then "Old McDonald" is
just a name on a tombstone and the main road
bridge may have been rebuilt several miles from
its former site. If you can provide a map
reference from the Department of Lands and
Survey's N.Z. Map Series No. 1, so much the
better.

lYhen. The minimum information required is
the date of finding. If the specimen has been
handed from one person to another (given by an
angler to a ranger, for example) and the date of
capture is not known, an approximate date will
have to do. If possible, the time may also be
given, or the approximate time, as "early after-
noon" or "dusk".

How. The minimum information required is
how the specimen was obtained. "Caught by
angler" (the method of fishing could also be
given), "caught in rabbit trap", and "found
washed up on beach" are examples.

rilho. The information wanted under this
heading is the name of the ûnder or sender or
both names. There are several reasons for this
requirement. Sometimes the recipient may want

change into. This applies to day trips as much as
to longer periods in the field.

For some jobs polarising sunglasses are an
invaluable help.

lnsurance of personal effecls is your concern,

lnsurqnee

You may not be covered for work or transport
in light aircraft. Check on the position beiore
undertaking any pursuit of this nature.
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APPENDIX A: Maior Museums and
Wildlife Service

natural causes. Finders of such specimens are
required to send them to one of the above
museums and may do so freight forward.

Officers of the Wildlife Service are listed in

rüithin the Rotorua district officers are also
stationed at Whakata,ne, Murupara, Mangakino,
and Turangi.

withouf a label may be quife useless.

submerged in liquid with the specimen. Usually
labels should be enclosed with the specimens
rather than stuck or tied on to the outside of
the containers, where they may come apart and
result in confusion which may never be ìectified.

The exception to this is when live specimens
are bei.ng shipped with the soil or deìritus of
their natural habitat. Wet soil ruins a label.
I.f there is a danger of the label disintegrating in
liquid, _as happens with poor-quality paþer, wlite
two labels and attach one to the outsid'e as an
extra precaution. "Permatrace" makes ideal
durable labels; alternatively good-quality writing
paper or glazed. paper may be used.

Basically the data requir,ed on specimen labels
are: I{here, when, how, and, preferably, who.
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Labelling Specimens

QPECIMENS usually fall into one of two
l-,J categories: those which are found casually
as a result of other work or recreation and those
which have been deliberately sought after in the
pursuance of a planned programme.

The data for the latter are likely to be the
more detailed, a,nd the person doing the collecting
will be aware of what information is required.
The data needed with the former type of
specimen, however, are still important and
certain minimum requirements are recognised.

It has been said, "A specimen without a label
is as much use as a label without a specimentt.
This could be underrating the lone label, for if
it bears enough information, at least there is a
record of some sort, whereas a specimen without
a label may be quite useless.

Tagged or banded animals, especially, have a
very real value scientifically, and may also
represent a considerable expenditure of cash and
hard work. At the very least details of the point
a'nd circumstance of finding the animal should
be recorded and, where appropriate, its length
and weight.

Labels should usually be written in pencil or
indian ink, not with a ballpoint or fountain pen.
This applies particularly to a label which is to be

6

APPENDIX B: Construction and
Use of Ground Anchor

Specificclions

.f\HE plate itself is constructed of f in. steelI phte. The hook is forged 5ll6in. x 2in.

R. A. Goode phoÍo

Fig. 2l Ground anchor for extracting bogged-down
vehicles equipped wifh a winch or sfrainer gear.
One peg has been inserted ready for driving info
the ground. Note the welded lug near lhe lop of

the peg.



but could be an exciting phenomenon to a
taxonomist.

It rs not suggested that every decayed and
battered animal corpse should be parcelled up
and posted to some luckless scientist, but if a
find is in good condition and is in any way

unusual-either by virtue of
identity, or lack of it, or of
location or of season-it
may well be worth the effort
of looking after.

Many of us sometime
have met with a person who
has claimed to have found

Fig. 3: Measurernenls of the ground anchor.
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lntroduction

T¡IELD officers are fortunate people. They get

-f out and about; they see things; they find
things. Very often, may
be õf no áirect si their
work, but it may st to
someone else. An local
infestation of noxious weeds may 'not be con-
cerned if he finds a dead bird. The dead bird
may be unimport
important indeed
gist- The presen
may be of o.nly

Fig. 4: Method of extracfing a bogged-down vehicle
with a ground anchor and slrainer.

R. A. Goode pholo

. . . some luckless scientist.
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